Preliminaries.
Throughout the note we will take G to be a finite group. By a G-manifold we will mean a differential compact manifold with a differential action of G on it. A family J*"in G is a collection of subgroups of G such that if We call such a pair (J^, J^') of families an admissible pair of families in G with respect to a e G. EXAMPLE 2.1. Let G be a finite group. We can write the 2-central component G 2 (C) as Z£ = [/ l9 ... ,t r \ where ί l9 ... ,t r are generators of Z£ with ^2 = the identity element and tjj = tjt r Let J^ be the family of all subgroups of G not containing Z*, 0 < /c < r, where Z£ denotes the subgroup of G generated by the first k generators t l9 ... 9 t k . Then Ίc) ^s a n admissible pair with respect to t k+ι , 0 < k < r. 
, where ° denotes the interior operator. Since S is the intersection of all the members of J^-J*"', V will be (J^r, J^')-free. Also W is (^', J^')~iϊ ee and 3W^ is homeomorphic to M U V by identifying dV with dM. This shows that [M, θ] is zero in Let 3ί denote the family of all subgroups of G and J^ denote the empty family. Then following the notations of Example 2.1 and using the above Theorem, one immediately gets the following. 
. If G 2 (C) acts on M under θ without any stationary point then (M,θ) is a G-boundary.
3. The stationary points set F Gi{C) and the normal bundle. In the last section we dealt with the case when F G^C) is empty. In this section we consider the case when F Gi{C) Φ 0. For this we introduce the concept of in 9?*(G; P), where 3*: 9?*(G; »,P) -> 9ϊ*(G; P) is the boundary homomorphism. Therefore 3 a P-free G-manifold (D,η) such that
Since (W /9 φ 7 ) is positive dimensional G-representation, V/, 3 a member k(l) in the set {1,... ,m} such that/ 7 (/:(/)) # 0. Consider the irreducible G-representation (K Λ(/) , ψ A:(/) ). Let (K Λ(/) , ψ^( /) ) be an irreducible component of the G 2 (C ^representation induced by the G-representation (Vk{iy ΨΛ(/)) Then 3 a subgroup //^ of G isomorphic to Zip 1 which fixes V k{ly G 2 (C) being Z 2 . Let us fix some β, 0 < β < n.
From the equation (1), we get
where a is the antipodal involution and the integer Δ(/, β) is the nonnegative integer depending on / and /?. Since H k(β) fixed V k(β) and f β (k(β)) Φ 0, one infers that Δ(β, β) > 1. Since D is P-free, Z 2)g will act freely on i 7 * and therefore [3F*, TJ |Z 2)β ] is zero in 9ΐ*(Z 2)g ; J^), J^ being the family consisting of only trivial subgroup of Z 2 β . This gives 
